On proving certain optimisation theorems in plane geometry
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I. A variety of proofs
A pleasurable aspect of mathematics and its teaching is to review the diversity of ways in which theorems are proved. Especially in elementary branches, there are various kinds of proof: using (or avoiding) spatial geometry, analytic or coordinate geometry, common algebra, vectors, abstract algebras, matrices, determinants, the differential and integral calculus, and maybe mixtures thereof. Further, sometimes a proof of one kind is elegant while another is clumsy, or one proof of a theorem suggests why it follows while another proof is not perspicuous. There is also the question of whether a proof is direct or indirect (for example, proofby contradiction).
In a recent paper, [I] , I explored some of this medley in connection with proving certain properties of rectangles. Here I consider various ways of proving an isoperimetrical theorem that was presented by Adrien Marie Legendre in an appendix to Book 4 of his famous textbook Elements de geometric [2, pp. 130-136] . It sought the triangle with the greatest area when one side and its perimeter are fixed. Several companion results involved determining which kind of planar triangle or n-gon possessed some further optimal property.
Legendre's proofs mixed geometry with ordinary language. Despite the great popularity of his book, and a modest tradition of teaching isoperimetrical problems at levels of instruction that do not include the calculus of variations, his proofs do not seem to have been compared with those that draw upon geometry in a different way or use other branches of mathematics. Here I assess two other proofs from the early 20th century that mix geometry and language, and three others that rely respectively upon trigonometry, the differential calculus and coordinate geometry." I also consider the (lack of) means of determining related quantitative data, especially the relationships between the optimal area itself and the fixed base and perimeter; Legendre did not examine them at all.
The first theorem
2.1 Legendre's first theorem states that, given as fixed the lengths of the side AS and the perimeter of a planar scalene triangle~S, the triangle with the maximal area is the isosceles case t:,ABI ( Figure I )."
• The theorems do not feature in Max Simon's excellent history [3] of elementary geometry during the 19th century. However, a reasonable interest was then maintained both in triangle geometry and in isoperimetry in general [4, esp. pp. 967-990,1118-1137] ; [5, esp. pp. 1177-1189] . In Legendre's proof, four points are defined thus (using vectorial lettering oflines):
G on DB by IGlDN; and P on DB by SPlDN. By hypothesis, replace
:.AD > AN; :.DB > BN; :. by halving, BG > BP.
(1) Multiply each side by AB:~I
>~S.
A variant of this proof, due to an anonymous monk [6, p. 799] , puts S and~I on the same side of AB.
2.2 An alternative geometric proof, not used by Legendre, draws on the fact that S lies on an ellipse with foci A and B. Since 2~S
then the maximal area is given by the maximal value of altitude SL, and the points on the ellipse that are at greatest perpendicular distance from AB are located at the ends of its minor axis, namely I and its reflection in AB. This leads to the symmetric case~I as solution, as required. This version of the theorems does not allow for triangles in which the angles A or Bare obtuse; to accommodate all cases the proof needs some minor modifications.
3. Other geometrical proofs 3.1 A proof by contradiction was provided by the Oxford mathematician 1. W. Russell in 1907 [7, pp. 138-139] , as part of an unusually wide survey of optimisation theorems in geometry. Assume that 6.ABS > 6.ABI; then Figure 2 obtains, where S is more distant from AB than is I, so that the line through I and parallel to AB cuts AS at R. However, [8, vol. I, pp. 363-364] . In Figure 3 we assume that AS > AI.
Define F on AS by EF = EB, and G on BI by GE = ES.
First, since LEBA = LBAl > LBAE, then EA > EB = EF; so F lies between A and E.
Next, show analytically that G lies between E and I. If true, then
Add AF + FE to each side of (3), and use the equalities in (2) to prove the undoubted triangle inequality
Add /:,.ABEto each side of (4), and the proof is complete.
Proofs 0/ other kinds
4.1 For a proof where trigonometry is deployed, we use lower-case letters to denote lengths of sides. Then the known perimeter 2p is given by 2p = a + b + k, where k is the constant base AB opposite S.
(5) We seek to maximise 2R(S) = ab sinS for some chosen value of S (acute or obtuse). Since from (5) a + b = 2p -k, the apex S will lie on an ellipse as described in section 2.2. So (6) Core terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0025557200005441 which is maximal when a = p -!k; and from (5) b = a. This gives the isosceles case again; from (6) 
Its maximality is obvious. If some particular value of LI is of interest, we use the formula sin y = fa = 2/=1.
With a calculus roo a suitable formula for the area R (S) of !lABS is
Now b also satisfies (8), thus yielding nABI as the sought triangle. Differentiating (7) again determines the second-order condition; we find R(I)aa < 0, thus assuring the maximality. We also obtain the quantitative data: (p -!k) and k; and from (6) 
which converts to (7), as it should. The coordinates of points of intersection can be determined in the usual way, and the key inequality (I) and the quantitative data found. But the approach is very clumsy relative to the others.
Other results
5.1 In this part of his book Legendre proved several other theorems by the same kind of verbal-geometrical reasoning. One stated that, for any positive integer n, the closed n-gon that contains the maximum area has equal sides.
Another result asserted that of all triangles in which the lengths of two sides are given, the maximal area is contained in the one in which the enclosed angle is a right angle; in an extension, among the n-gons with (n -1) sides of given lengths the unique one of maximal area sets all its vertices on a semicircle and forms its final side with the associated diameter. Finally, among n-gons with sides of given lengths, the maximal area is found in the one that can be inscribed in a circle; and among those n-gons the regular one encloses the maximal area. Again he did not seek any quantitative data.
Some of his verbal proofs of these theorems are quite short; the calculus (-like) proofs are straightforward but a bit tedious; the trigonometric ones are better for the quantitative data; and the coordinate geometry gets very stodgy in all tasks. Comparing these proofs is a very suitable topic for classroom exploration.
5.2 There are several further theorems of this kind that are not mentioned by Legendre. I finish by noting a dual to the main result: given a side and the area of a triangle, then the one with minimal perimeter is the same isosceles triangle as before with this base.
H
A Legendre-like proof can start by noting that the given data fix the height of !:J"CSDwith CD as base. Thus in Figure 4 all the S lie somewhere on (the extended) line FE, corresponding in Figure 1 to S lying somewhere on the extended SP instead of on the circle or ellipse. The proof that the minimal perimeter is possessed by the isosceles !:J"CID follows at once, akin to (1):
Set HK such that FH = CF and EK = DE.
Then CI + ID = CK < CS + SK = CS + SD, the rest of the perimeter of !:J"CSD.
With such a swift proof, the others hardly merit attention, and are left as exercises.
